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Abstract 
Looking at the first actions of defining the art, 
are frequently seen. Many researchers agree that the most important feature of art is to reflect nature, 
human and life. For this, there is a connection between art and reality. However, ideas about the nature of 
reality have differed throughout the history. In this context, occurring the contradictory discourses shows 
great intensity especially in postmodern theory. In other words, the judgment of reality and value has 
undergone variations over time. Different art schools and time periods had different realities. This 
difference is more pronounced in literary products. The perception of reality and esthetics of the 
traditional, modern and postmodern literatures differ. In this case, both the style of period and the style of 
time can be mentioned. The aim of this paper is to reveal comparatively how 
 the postmodern according to their perception 
of esthetics by making distinctions of the style of period and the style of time on the theoretical plane and 
by examining the style of time in the novels of them. 
Keywords:  
1. Introduction 
The style term that has an important place in Linguistic and Literature area has been become out of 
disciplines and accessed a wide range and today it is used most of fields of our daily life. For example, 
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 (Style Furniture) is used for the furniture that makes feeling old and Lebensstil (Life Style) is 
used for behavior types having determined engagements in German.  Apart from those for the special 
and style (In German - Stil) term is used to state language structure of a literature type (for example 
Gothic style, Baroque style etc.). As it is seen, style word has indispensable place in science, art and our 
daily life. But it has so many contradictory definitions because of its multi directional use. Style analyzing 
e perception. Depending on this difference analysis 
methods have been occurred (Sowinski, 1991: 238-254).  
 
If a researcher concentrates on only rhetoric figure and tropes when analyzing a text, then he/she will 
look for only them. If the researcher analyzes a text in the frame of Deviation stylistic (In German - 
Abweichungsstilistik) then he will be interested in mostly about deviations from norm and he/she will 
search its reasons. If a pragmatic style understanding is base, language variations and consciously 
performed language games will become prominent. All of those and this kinds of actions show how 
different style analysis methods are set forth. In accordance with some researchers, the most suitable style 
analysis is mostly the one subject to text. Text and impression from text's language structure composes the 
method substantially. For example, a technical text mostly requires general analysis of linguistic style; a 
literary text concentrates on researching esthetic elements (Sowinski, 1991:71- 72, 74). 
 
It is obligatory to analyze the texts in all philology disciplines regarding to type and affect. For this 
reason, basic sub-disciplines of philology such as linguistics, literature, text linguistics, language teaching, 
and rhetoric and style critics have been developed their special analysis methods (Sowinski, ibid.: 8).The 
qualification of a literary work can be set forth by methods of stylistics. This kind of works has two basic 
principles. The first one is to try interpretation esthetic features of a literary work through performing 
language system from other language systems (Wellek, Warren: 1983: 237). Style is determinant element 
of every kind of literature work so it has been correlated with literature in the first degree. According to 
this, when development line of literature is considered, style and style tools have been accepted as 
elements that determine the quality of a text for a long time. This case is different today. Now, style is 
identified with every kind of text. Even, in the absence of any style element in a text is also accepted as a 
form of a style. But, the language has been provided important contributions to develop literature and 
Time and Period terms are important elements that should be 
distinguished in this regard.  
 
2. Time Style  Period Style 
Period Style (In German Epochenstil) or Time Style (In German Zeitstil) is called to shape language 
structure of a text through feeding from characteristic elements in occurred time section. Period Style term 
expresses common style features of an author group in a time section within historical period or within a 
period that is limited a literary trend /school. Time Style is used to express general style features of a 
determined time section. The elements that are expressed by both terms cane be ordinary within historical 
period. Being permanent and temporary of those style kinds subject to time and period can be understood 
through comparing of similar or different but written in the different times texts. Comparative works have 
big importance in this point. The most important function of this kind of comparative works is to compose 
individual styles of authors regarding to their time and period styles.( Sowinski, 1991: 74-78) Scientifically 
features of the research subject can be determined through only performing comparison but not only 
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working around in the frame of mentioned point. Comparative style Science compares at least two 
languages in the context of the voice, grammar and vocabulary. This trend that is used to determine 
features of a language generally differs the literature from style in general meaning (Spillner, 2002:238-
239, 241). Period Style or Time Style is used often in literature as sub-system of Descriptive Stylistic (In 
German Deskriptive Stilistik). Here individual style is not mentioned. Mentioned style is a collective style 
trend. The important point is general language using, traditions and method. Prescriptive stylistic (In 
Germany ow meaning. The principles of text 
producing are in the same status with poetical and rhetoric. This is also important regarding to literature 
assess his/her works. The language of the traditional style analysis is generally assessed individually; it 
-
mentioned Descriptive Stylistic and Prescriptive stylistic terms are examined deeply, it is seen that 
Descriptive Stylistic is concern with period style; Prescriptive stylistic is concern with time style.  
 
If linguistics works research esthetic features of language in a literary work, then it obtains a literary 
nature and it is called as style analyzing or Stylistic. There are researchers in the opinion that stylistic 
studies cover all the techniques that clarify the narrative and they consider that stylistic studies are the 
subdivision of linguistics. 
determine how an art work is composed by language. But they "cannot go further more"  (Wellek, 
Warren, 1983: 232) performing stylistic works without knowing the language spoken by the folk, non-
literal language and different social languages connected to the period. 
 
Transferring mean of world to literature through making abstract beginning to end of 19th century, 
accelerating in the 20th century and increasing in the 21st century, in other mean trials of resolving its 
secret become complex paralleling to technological developments and it became grotesquery under the 
dominance of physical dominance. The men of letters are not indifferent against to view that the world has 
become more complex gradually. The incoherency of the world became more complex with their literary 
products. This action in fact is not another thing except trying to transfer the situation of the world in a 
determined section in to literature. Such kind of common actions that the authors developed subject to 
time occurs common rends of time that cannot be limited by determined trend.  
 
Trend of literature becoming out of traditional esthetic understanding has become to be uttered with 
kitsch term since the 20th century. Notwithstanding the kitsch term was used in the 19th century; but this 
term has different meanings as critical category at time of producing traditional and postmodern 
literatures. In accordance with traditional literature understanding, kitsch has been used to assess an art 
what the lie in the ethic area, kitsch is the same in 
the esthetic area
is not certainly valuable regarding to qualification. Even being so dense the style elements is assessed as 
mostly kitsch Trivial) (Sowinski, 1991: 74). 
 
Gelfert divided the kitsch in traditional meaning in two. At the Esthetic Kitsch stylistic beauty is more 
important than content. At the content a point about the human has been expressed so being far from 
humanistic one has been criticized, even it was not considered as ethic because the humanistic one has 
been sacrificed against to stylistic esthetic. It is exactly contrary at the Emotional Kitsch. The content 
became independent and all humanistic values and emotions is supreme than all shapes and styles. Gelfert 
who expresses our age's kitsch understanding as Ambitious - sultry Kitsch (In German Ambitionierten 
Kitsch) composed the features of this term according to features of time. Such that, a mission that was not 
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existed in the previous terms; getting over from its borders was loaded to art in the 21st century. In fact 
they are the areas of religion and philosophy: 
 
They tended to tricky marsh flowers of virgin forests. That place is so interesting that an artist can fall 
into kitsch marsh with next wrong action as soon as deflowering an orchid in extraordinary beauty with a 
happy attack  
 
As it is seen, kitsch term has been passed from many phases until accessing to its today postmodern 
meaning. Postmodern in the postmodern literature is directly related with kitsch reproduction in the 
literature. In fact this is to be more qualified trend. Emotion level of artist who made the art work that is 
that action point is tried to be gotten over. There are emotion dense not included in measures and moulds 
is mentioned. So it shows parallel to Emotional Kitsch.  
 
Those explanations that are performed with Kitsch are not directly related with period in literature 
history. It is adventure of mostly an artistic assessment category within mostly historical /temporal period. 
So kitsch should be considered mostly within Time Style aspect other than Period Style.  
 
Postmodern literature term is not a literary period. This term has been begun to be used at the medium 
of the 20th century and it is related with the period arriving to our time. So language, esthetic, structural 
even referral and association qualifications of works that are oriented to present case subject to time 
should be considered in the frame of Time Style -
works are in comparable qualification because they show parallel in the frame of Time Style.  
 
3. 
 
3.1. Literature and Game (Language  Metafiction) 
 Language games are seen often in the postmodern literature. The aim in those language games is 
not to cause affection on the reader through pure esthetic and association. This action bases to a 
philosophical justification. The author wants to reflect complexity through language. There is a special 
ould have some sort of 
speech to express his ideas
language philosophy of our age is very well: 
 
  
our words no longer correspond to the 
world. When things were whole, we felt confident that our words could express them. But little by little 
these thinks have broken apart, shattered, collapsed into chaos  
 
 
 
 This game atmosphere through language has been also carried to fiction level. For example, 
Quinn who is in the detective role notes the map of route whe
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THE TOWER OF 
BABEL  
 
 on to life 
through trying to forget lived tragic events in the past and the complex mood in this regard refers to 
He no longer wished to 
be dead. At the same time, it cannot be said that he was glad to be alive  
 
 -person narrator, the fiction author of the work, 
he would conclude that nothing was 
real except chance
The question is the story itself, and whether or not it means 
something is not for the story to tell
afiction with 
limpid narration makes a playful impression for the reader. This impression becomes intense as the reader 
forwards and deepens in the novel. The author hauls the reader into an almost playful fiction.  
 
 As it is seen, the complexity of age has been reflected to work through language games and 
a new language:  
 
I am mostly now a poet. Every day I sit in my room and write another poem. I make up all the words 
myself, just like when I lived in the dark. I begin to remember thinks that way, to pretend that I am back in 
the dark again. I am the only one who knows that the words mean. They cannot be translated. These 
poems will make me famous. Hit the nail on the head. Ya ya ya. Beautiful poems. So beautiful the whole 
 (City of Glass: 19) 
 
Like above-mentioned, many paragraphs stating writing action (see City of Glass, pages, 7, 44, 45) 
language game and language philosophy thoughts come together and compose the basic ground of the 
work. 
 On packing (The Hunger Angel: 9) work used the game element that is one of the 
most important trends of 21st ranslated in 
Turkish as Breath Swing 
Breath is the symbol of life. Swing expresses ascending and descending of the life. 
Breath Swing terms mentions the relation between deaths and survive through enlightening all of work. 
The occurring reason of this word is a game that is told at the perspective of I-teller and a game that was 
developed by him at concentration camp: while counting heads at the camp, the refugees should be silent 
for a long time. I-teller develops a game in his mind within this period. This game is removing the border 
between inhalation and exhalation. This action means removing the border between life and death and 
telling this as a game can be interpreted that the people of mentioned time had a close brush with death 
used at all of the stories as a leitmotiv.  
 
On packing (Vom Kofferpacken) and it starts with the 
equivoque of 
everything I had. It wasn't actually mine. It was either intended for a different purpose or somebody 
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el  (The Hunger Angel: 7). Attributing different meanings to the words other than well known ones 
leads to a playful atmosphere in the minds of readers. The writer attributes different meanings to the 
words due to the feeling of being incapable with the present vocabulary to express the sophisticated 
situations. This is a common tendency between writers beginning from the mid twentieth century up to 
now. In this connection, mostly the meanings attributed to the word of being silent (schweigen) draws 
attention. Being silent generally expresses the fear and helplessness but it also has the meanings of 
resistance and holding on to the life. The source of different meanings attributed to this word is correlated 
with various patterns on fictional level. The main figure of this masterpiece is 17 years old Leopold 
Auberg and he comes by a church in a day and this visit turns to be a great change in his life. He saw a 
There are things that a man 
 (The Hunger Angel: 10). He
situation of being silent only by invoking a religious enlightenment. Sheep is the most sacrificial animal 
in Christianity as it is in many other religions. Many Christians believe in that Saint Paulus sacrificed a 
sheep in the first time (Luker, 1991: 423).Due to this belief that Saint Paulus is symbolically engraved 
being silent around her neck in her novel. In other words, being silent virtually represents the action of 
sacrificing. Being silent is introduced as a heavenly and virtuous behavior. First-person narrator expresses 
she gets so deep at the behavior of being silent that it is a long-standing behavior and she cannot feel 
relaxed just by talking with words and on the contrary talking with words loads her in a various way (The 
Hunger Angel: 9). The words are the heavy burden for her that she can never escape: 
 
idea it was accompanying me. But a sentence like that is independent. It worked in me, more than all the 
books I took with me. I KNOW YOU'LL RETURN became my heart-shaped shovel's accomplice, and the 
angel of hunger's adversary. Because I did return, I have the right to say: a sentence like that keeps you 
(The Hunger Angel: 14) 
 
 merely personalized the words with these sentences through her first-person narrator. 
Accordingly, the language is an organic structure that lives, having a character-wise, and having 
magnificent effect on the character of a person. So, only a sentence keeps the first-person narrator alive in 
war, hunger, and poverty. In this excerpt, another distinctive word the angle of hunger (Hunger Engel) 
draws attention. Hunger and angel have paradoxical meaning levels and when they are used adjoined the 
death that is the biggest danger of the time of narration gains innocence. This is a kitsch emphasis other 
than familiar esthetic norms through the equivoque of the writer.  
 
Apart from familiar normative of a language, carrying the literature to the metafictional level via the 
metafiction at their works mostly with the action writing, namely by transferring information on how the 
ler expressed 
her trials and tribulations only by remembering them in a period of such problems never exist only after 
One gets furious 
when she has hunger feedback within her head instead of having a brain. There is no word to express the 
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hunger I literally eat the life since I have no problem of hunger
of writing is getting eventually grotesque with these lines. 
 
Writing is at 
expressed this position with the following excerpts by relating it with substance:  
 
Cholera together with softas had a sickness of writing a book. But nobody catched the success of 
Gaftici Fethi. 
(Cholera Street: 44)  
 
 
attributing different and genuine meanings to the words as in the following example: 
 
by 
in our district. Two independency men sit at back side of our house. My father talked to three independent 
 (Cholera Street: 81) 
 
These sentences 
by pointing out to the loss of meaning at the word independency
guistic level. This is the same jargon 
of the people who live in Cholera District (Aslan, 2003: 82). 
 
3. 2. Pluralism and Kitsch 
Since mid twentieth century up to now, literary works have told us that the metropolitan cities are the 
living space of people. The individual man had been convicted to live in the chaotic environment of 
metropolitan cities. The pluralistic and chaotic structure of the metropolitan cities has lead to a different 
type sense of aesthetic. Eclectically structure of metropolitan areas is the basis of this new phenomenon. 
 
 Above mentioned eclectically structure is reflected in literature with an Intertextuality and 
Intertextuality: What interested him about the stories he wrote was not their relation to the world but 
 (City of Glass: 7). This sentence reflects the reproductive logic of 
postmodern situation which has been told as typical within the literature of 21st Century. Vermeer, Poe, 
Melville, Cervantes, and Galileo together with their works have been mentioned about in this work (see 
City of Glass: 17, 46, 59, and 108). 
 
 
mankind and the mounted eclectic structure of it. The routine position of the pluralism at the living style 
of postmodern mankind has been mentioned about in many parts of the work as in the following example:  
The Sporting News, he waited for the stranger to call a 
third time. Every now and then, when his nerves got the better of him, he would stand up and pace about 
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the apartment.  He put on a record The Man on the Moon  and listened to in from start 
 (City of Glass: 10) 
 
  and the lyric of  are used within 
the same paragraph without indiscriminatingly. Man in the modern world does not deny differences in his 
life anymore. Pluralism simply binds the elements of life and has become ordinary. Such formations in the 
art lead to a new aesthetic category of kitsch. Being different, being stranger, and belonging to different 
areas are only absurd grotesque structure of association and kitsch is obvious within the above excerpt and 
it is nothing other than the aesthe
pluralism exists due to the diversity of mankind. The presentation of a train travel in New York carries the 
signs of pluralism: 
 
There where man and women, children and old people, teenagers and babies, rich people and poor 
people, black man and white women, white man and black woman, Orientals and Arabs, man in brown 
and gray and blue and green, woman in red and white and yellow and pink, children in sneakers, children 
in shoes children in cowboy boots, fat people and thin people, tall people and short people, each one 
different from all the others, each one irreducibly himself  
 
The disorder originating from the diversity and pluralism of this crowd affects the life of individual 
lls us the construction of big cities as a living space of man 
since the twentieth century. The story under the heading of Cement (Zement) tells us about how people 
d and having 
severe living conditions identifying these conditions with the cement. So hard that these people do not 
have their own individuality due to heavy working conditions in mass in hunger and poverty without 
taking into consideration their sex. They became integrate with environment. They are such cement.  
 
placed in many places of work (see. The Hunger Angel: 40-41). At the story under title of Patience Dock 
(Meldekraut), it is told that the people can make full their stomach in the spring and how they cook the 
Patience Dock plant. This plant has been told like in the encyclopedias and how it is cooked has been 
mentioned long and long (see The Hunger Angel: 41).  This telling is a recipe that is mounted to work.  
 
e 
 
 
ain were played on houses of black children made of 
wood and sting. Ding-dong from church covered air after mixing light hashish odor and azan voices
(Cholera Street: 12) 
 
Eclectic structure is not only at the physical life area of people but in the mind of people. Preparing to 
fight of two figures of work, Reis and Barber Ali has been mentioned as follows:  
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While Reis and Barber Ali were looking for their weak points through silent actions, siren and horn 
sounds spread to back of beyond of Cholera Street and all borders of the country. All people including 
Reis and Barber Ali stand in silence for one minute at five past nine upon siren sounds and they stated 
their respects to Ataturk.  
 
 Intertextuality made by associating other art works supports eclectic structure (see. Cholera 
Street: 100). Eclecticism composing pluralism that is mentioned in those sections can be assessed within 
kitsch  
3. 3. Existence and Apocalypse 
 
chaotic environment full of dangers:  
 
he most forlorn of places, the most abject. The brokenness is everywhere, the 
disarray is universal. You have only to open your eyes to see it. The broken people, the broken thinks, the 
broken thoughts. The whole city is a junk heap  
 
The environment in which the people have to continue their lives is told as above-mentioned. At 
another place this thought is related with existentialism in the frame of thoughts about living directly. 
This is New York, and tomorrow will be June third. If all goes well, the following day will be the fourth. 
But nothing is certain.
stated as above-mentioned. The effort of individual to hold on life in a chaotic world is a subject received 
from modern literature and continued at the postmodern literature. But this design has been moved to 
dimension where world and masses become disappear in the postmodern literature. Apocalypse thought is 
 
 
You see, the world is fragment, sir. Not only have we lost our sense of purpose, we have lost the 
language whereby we can speak of it. These are no doubt spiritual matters, but they have their analogue 
 (City of Glass: 85).         
 
existing historical reality.  It is possible to see many features of postmodern literature in this fictional 
level. The most attention-grabbing among them is to transfer the thought of existentialism to the thought 
of Apocalypse. World and life are explained as motives difficult to bear. Human is nothing else, except 
being a number consisting of a couple of figures (see, The Hunger Angel: 26). Purpose of this numbering 
All should not forget that their numbers are designated as day and night 
and know that they are not special humans (The Hunger Angel: 29) Such that death is something just 
slurred over saying (The Hunger Angel: 26) 
 
Cholera Street treated as living space of people was very gloomy, 
even City of Glass The Hunger Angel
Barber Ali when he is shaving Salih gives a general impression about the life there: Look son here is a 
city. You will kick somebody when he is down. If you find meal, eat it, if you see quarrel, just run away. 
Do not laugh like a woman (Cholera Street: 34). Expressing human as a worthless entity causes an 
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killed unskillfully by crab guys (Cholera Street: 29). As seen in this example, death and feel of fear in 
many parts of the work placed into basic texture of work together with city description. 
4. Conclusion 
 Today, style term has become out of known understanding in linguistics and literature and been 
used at many fields of our daily life. Because of this wide and transdisciplinary using, we see many 
contrary definitions and applications of style. Despite of all those, it cannot be abnegated playing role of 
historical period perspective, Period Style and Time Style terms that are correlated with each other but 
should be discriminated have been set fort due to this mutual interaction. Regarding to publication date, 
period between the ends of 20th century and beginning of 21st century written in the period called as 
postmodern situation- are example of using language and motive preference transmitting in this time 
section. To determine Time Style features in those three popular works of Turkish, German and American 
literatures, it is indispensable to get benefit from comparative stylistic data as it is in this study. In this 
context, it is seen that a complex playfulness in language level at the mentioned works, they are parallel to 
existence and apocalyptic regarding to subject; pluralism, metafiction and kitsch points regarding to 
technical aspect. All of those points are in Time style qualification more than Period Style.              
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